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Which muscles exhibit increased
stiffness in people with chronic
neck pain? A systematic review
with meta-analysis
Manca Opara1 and Žiga Kozinc1,2*
1Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Primorska, Izola, Slovenia, 2Department of Health Studies, Andrej
Marušič Institute, University of Primorska, Koper, Slovenia

Introduction: Chronic neck pain (CNP) substantially impacts quality of life, posing
both personal challenges and economic strains. This systematic review sought to
discern muscle-specific stiffness differences between CNP patients and individuals
without CNP.
Methods: We searched the PubMed, Scopus, and PEDro databases for studies
using ultrasound elastography or myotonometry to compare muscle stiffness
between CNP patients and asymptomatic controls. Using a meta-analysis with a
random-effects model, we derived the pooled effect as standardized mean
difference (SMD).
Results: Out of the six studies selected, the adjusted Newcastle-Ottawa rating
scale for cross-sectional studies denoted three as moderate-quality and three as
high-quality. Our findings indicate that the upper trapezius (UT) stiffness
was elevated in CNP patients compared to their counterparts without CNP
(SMD= 0.39, 95% CI = 0.05 to 0.74; p=0.03; small effect size). The data for
other muscles remained inconclusive.
Discussion: Given the case-control design of all reviewed studies, a direct causative
link between UT stiffness and CNP is yet to be confirmed. As such, recommending
a reduction in trapezius muscle stiffness as a primary rehabilitation strategy for CNP
patients is still inconclusive and further research is needed.
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1. Introduction

Neck pain (NP), ranking as the fourth major cause of disability, adversely impacts quality

of life, leading to dissatisfaction at work, challenges in daily activities, and substantial personal

and economic implications (1–3). With an annual prevalence rate of 37.2%, NP affects up to

67% of individuals at some point in their lives (4, 5). NP lasting over three months is termed

chronic NP (CNP) (6). People suffering from CNP may experience restlessness, visual

disturbances, neuromuscular dysfunction, and limited mobility of the cervical spine (7–10).

Pain experiences can prompt individuals to rely less on superficial neck and back muscles,

leading to weakening of deeper muscles (11). Such neuromuscular adaptations and

muscular property shifts in NP patients are often associated with complaints of tension,

tightness, or stiffness in neck muscles (12, 13). Previous studies reported altered muscle

cross-sectional area, thickness, size, and activity of deep neck muscles, decreased neck

muscle strength, and existing myofascial trigger points in NP patients (14–17). An increase

in neck muscle stiffness can result in muscle dysfunction and excess strain on the cervical

spine, intensifying pain sensations and potentially fueling a persistent pain cycle (18, 19).
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While CNP patients often subjectively report increased neck

stiffness (13, 20), objective measures of muscle stiffness can offer

deeper insights into CNP’s underlying mechanisms and guide

therapeutic interventions. Ingram et al. (19) identified heightened

joint stiffness at the cervical spine in those with nonspecific neck

pain. Yet, this stiffness was not directly linked to pain severity or

disability levels. A emerging area of research is the assessment

of muscle-specific stiffness through ultrasound elastography

(21, 22). Elastography is based on stress application and tracking

of tissue displacement (23). It entails generating an acoustic or

mechanical wave and subsequently tracking its propagation

speed; higher speeds indicate stiffer tissues (24, 25). Ultrasound

elastography has proven particularly reliable in assessing

stiffness in neck muscles such as the trapezius (26, 27),

sternocleidomastoid (28) and deep cervical extensors (29).

Another method that allows the assessment of muscle-specific

stiffness is myotonometry, which is based on tracking the

mechanical oscillations after a mechanical impulse (30).

However, muscle stiffness results obtained with myotonometers

do not always agree with elastography-based stiffness (31, 32).

This discrepancy might stem from shear-wave elastography’s

ability to scrutinize specific regions of interest, while

myotonometry largely captures superficial tissues and is

influenced by factors like skin thickness and body fat percentage.

Nonetheless, owing to its affordability, ease of use, and high

reliability, myotonometry is gaining attraction as a valuable

clinical tool in assessing muscle stiffness (30, 33).

Recent research indicates heightened stiffness in several neck

muscles among CNP patients. For example, Taş et al. (21) found
increased stiffness in the upper trapezius, levator scapulae, and

sternocleidomastoid (but not the splenius capitis) in CNP

patients compared to those without symptoms. While other

studies have similarly highlighted elevated stiffness in the

trapezius muscle of CNP patients (34, 35), there is no

documented increased stiffness in muscles such as the multifidus

and semispinalis cervicis (36). Although muscle stiffness may not

be related to pain symptoms and degree of disability (19, 21, 36),

muscle-specific assessments of stiffness could be used to guide

rehabilitation programs. Muscles displaying increased stiffness

might be prioritized for stretching interventions, while those with

reduced stiffness may benefit more from strengthening exercises.

To date, a comprehensive systematic review on muscle-specific

stiffness variations in CNP patients remains absent. Hence, our

systematic review, complemented with a meta-analysis, aims to

discern which muscles show elevated stiffness in those suffering

from CNP.
2. Methods

A systematic review was performed to identify randomized

clinical trials exploring the differences in muscle stiffness

between patients with CNP and asymptomatic control groups.

This review was executed in line with the guidelines established

by the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and

Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) (37).
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2.1. Eligibility criteria

We considered case-control cross-sectional studies that

compared muscle stiffness between idiopathic CNP patients with

pain lasting >3 months and a matched asymptomatic control

group. Experimental studies involving both CNP patients and an

asymptomatic control group were also considered, with only

baseline data being retrieved. Studies were excluded if

participants suffered from specific pathologies associated with

CNP, such as migraines or myofascial syndrome. Regarding the

muscle stiffness outcomes, we considered ultrasound elastography

and myotonomtery. Segment or joint-level stiffness assessments

(e.g., passive resistance to externally-induced neck movement)

were not considered, as our research question was focused on

stiffness changes in specific muscles. Aiming to offer a

comprehensive review, we incorporated both passive (relaxed

muscle) and active (contracted muscle) stiffness outcomes. We

then performed subgroup and sensitivity analyses to discern if

the differences between CNP patients and the control group were

contingent upon the stiffness measurement type. Inclusion

criteria included original articles, either full-length or brief

communications, published in peer-reviewed journals. While our

database search didn’t restrict based on language or publication

date, only English articles were selected for data extraction.
2.2. Information sources and selection
process

The search was performed in January 2023 and revised in

August 2023. Both authors independently conducted all steps of

the review. Potential disagreements were resolved by discussion.

We searched the PubMed, Scopus and PEDro databases. In

MeSH terms database, “neck pain”, “muscle tone”, and

“elastography” were identified. To ensure a comprehensive

search, further synonyms were added. For PubMed and Scopus,

we used the following search string: (“neck pain” OR “neck

syndrome” OR “cervical pain”) AND (muscle stiffness OR muscle

tone OR elastography OR myotonometry). During the manuscript

revision stage (August 2023), additional MeSH terms “muscle

tonus” and “Elasticity Imaging Techniques” were added to the

search string, with no additional papers identified. In the PEDro

database, a simple search was used with individual combinations

of words, such as “neck pain stiffness”, “muscle stiffness neck”

“elastography neck pain” and “myotonometry neck pain” were

used. While Scoups and PEDro databases were also explored for

studies that used terminology similar to the specified MeSH

terms, it has to be recognized that they do not utilize PubMed’s

MeSH terms or subject headings. In addition, we (1) reviewed

the reference lists of identified systematic reviews on the topic (2)

reviewed the reference lists papers already obtained through the

abovementioned databased (3) performed an additional non-

systematic search of the Google Scholar search engine with the

same key words as used in PEDro database. The records were

imported into Mendeley (version 1.19.8) to remove the

duplicates, and then exported into Microsoft Excel software for
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further steps. After the duplicates were removed, the authors

examined the titles and abstracts, and excluded the studies that

obviously did not fit the research question. In case there was a

disagreement between the authors, the paper was carried over to

the next stage. Then, a full-text examination was performed, and

data extraction was performed for the articles that met the

exclusion criteria. The reasons for exclusions were noted and

listed in the PRISMA flowchart (Figure 1).
2.3. Data collection and data items

Both authors independently undertook the data extraction

process. Any discrepancies encountered were settled through

meticulous review and discussion. The data collated

encompassed: (a) muscle stiffness figures for CNP and control

groups, including means and standard deviations; (b)

demographic details such as gender, age, height, weight, and

body mass index; (c) specifics of the measurement processes,

including the device used, type and units of the outcome

measure, measurement location, and participant’s posture.

All data were organized using Microsoft Excel 2016 (Microsoft,

Redmond, WA, USA). When data was solely presented graphically,

we utilized the GetGraphDataDigitalizer software (version

2.26.0.20) to extract the means and standard deviations. For any

instances of incomplete data, we reached out to the respective

article authors via email and ResearchGate. If there was no

communication 14 days post the second reminder, we deemed

the data as irretrievable.
2.4. Assessment of study quality

We employed the Newcastle–Ottawa quality assessment scale

for Cross-Sectional studies (38) to evaluate the quality of the

included studies. To align more closely with our research

question, we made slight modifications to the scale. The

“respondents” item was omitted, and “ascertainment of

exposure” was substituted with “patient criteria.” A study met

this criterion if it clearly outlined the inclusion parameters (such

as symptom duration and nature) and exclusion factors (like the

presence of specific pathologies) for the CNP groups. The

adapted scale featured six items, classifying studies as high

quality (score of 6), moderate quality (scores of 4–5), low quality

(scores of 2–3), and poor quality (scores of 0–1).
2.5. Effect measures and synthesis methods

The meta-analysis was conducted in Review Manager

(Version 5.3, Copenhagen: The Nordic Cochrane Center, The

Cochrane Collaboration, London, UK). There is no consensus

on the minimal number of studies required for a meta-analysis

(39), therefore, we performed the analyses when two or more

studies could be included for each muscle. We used continuous

outcomes meta-analysis with a random-effects model and
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inverse variance method to obtained the pooled difference

between CNP and control groups. The effect sizes were

expressed as standardized mean difference (SMD) with 95%

confidence intervals (CI), as the units of measurement were not

consistent across studies. Statistical heterogeneity among studies

was assessed with the I2 statistics, following the Cochrane

guidelines (the I2 statistics of 0%–30% might not be important,

30%–60% may represent moderate heterogeneity, 60%–90%

may represent substantial heterogeneity, and 90%–100%

indicates considerable heterogeneity). The threshold for

statistical significance was set at p ≤ 0.05 for the pooled effect

size. In case of substantial heterogeneity between the studies, a

sensitivity analysis was performed by examining the effect

of exclusion of studies that differed significantly from the

pooled effect.
3. Results

3.1. Study selection

The literature search is summarized in Figure 1, and the basic

details for each study is presented in Table 1. We included 6

studies into the meta-analysis (Table 1).
3.2. Study characteristics

The muscles represented were upper trapezius (6 studies),

levator scapulae (3 studies), sternocleidomastoideous (2

studies), splenis capitis (2 studies), multifidus (2 studies),

semispinalis capitis (1 study), rhomboid major (1 study) and

semispinalis cervicis (1 study). All studies included adult

population (range of means for age: 24.5–52.5 years). Most

studies (5/6) reported body mass index or a combination of

body height and body mass data, with all groups means fitting

into the normal weight category (range of means for body mass

index: 20.6–24.9). Most studies assessed passive muscles

stiffness, with participants lying prone our supine on an

examination table, except for Wolff et al. (40), who investigated

muscle stiffness during functional reach tasks. Two studies

(36, 41) included only women and the rest included both men

and women. Four studies reported neck disability index scores

that ranged from 15.1 ± 1.3 points (40) to 32.5 ± 12.3 points

(36). Four studies also reported mean pain using VAS or NRS

scales, with scores ranging from 2.4 ± 1.6 (22) to 4.6 ± 1.9 (21).

Inclusion criteria for CNP group differed substantially across

studies; for instance, three studies included participants with

CNP lasting >3 months (21, 40, 41), while >6 months (36)

have also been used. To assess muscle stiffness, one study used

myotonometry (41) and the other five used ultrasound

elastography. The studies were somewhat heterogenous

regarding participant positioning and measurement locations.

The details concerning participant characteristics, methodology

of each study and extracted outcome data are available in

Supplementary File S1.
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FIGURE 1

Overview of article search and study selection.
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3.3. Assessment of study quality

The studies we included were categorized as either high quality

(3 studies) or moderate quality (3 studies). A notable omission

across these studies was the calculation of sample size; only half

of them (3 out of 6) furnished a comprehensive description.

Detailed information can be found in Table 2.
3.4. Differences between CNP patients and
control groups

Upper trapezius stiffness was assessed in 6 studies (Figure 2),

with a total of 157 participants in CNP groups and 163 in

control groups. The pooled difference (SMD = 0.39, 95% CI =

0.05–0.74) was statistically significant (p = 0.03). The

heterogeneity between the studies was moderate (I2 = 46%).

However, the sensitivity analysis showed that the pooled effect

was relatively robust, ranging from 0.25 to 0.49 (p = 0.003–0.040)

when studies were removed one-by-one.
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Levator scapulae was assessed in three studies (21, 22, 42), with

a total of 71 participants in CNP groups and 78 in control groups

(Figure 2). The pooled effect did not indicate any differences

between CNP and control groups (SMD = 0.01; 95% CI =−0.32–
0.33; p = 0.970), and the effects were very homogenous across the

studies (I2 = 0%).

Sternocleidomastoideus was assessed in two studies (40, 42),

with a total of 53 participants in CNP groups and 53 in control

groups (Figure 2). The pooled effect did not indicate any

differences between CNP and control groups (SMD = 0.02; 95%

CI =−0.83–0.86; p = 0.970). The heterogeneity between the

studies was substantial (I2 = 77%).

Splenius capitis was assessed in two studies (21, 36), with a

total of 71 participants in CNP groups and 78 in control groups

(Figure 3). There were no differences between the CNP and

control groups (SMD =−0.01; 95% CI =−0.39–0.36; p = 0.940)

and the two studies very homogenous (I2 = 0%). Finally,

multifidus was assessed in two studies (36, 42), with a total of 38

participants in CNP groups and 49 in control groups (Figure 3).

Again, the pooled effect did not indicate a difference between the
frontiersin.org
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TABLE 1 Characteristics of included studies.

Authors Participants Pain symptoms Stiffness
outcome

Muscles included and position
during testing

Numerus Age in years
(mean ± SD)

Sex
distribution

(M/F)
Dieterich
et al. (36)

n = 38
CNP = 20
C = 18

CNP = 52.5 ± 12.0
C = 48.5 ± 9.0

Only women. >6 months Shear modulus
(kPa)

U. trapezius, splenius capitis, semispinalis
capitis/cervicis, multifidus (all P)

Heredia-Rizo
et al. (41)

n = 40
CNP = 20
C = 20

CNP = 46.7 ± 6.1
C = 23–67 years

Only women. >3 months Myotonometry
stiffness (N/m)

U. trapezius (P)

Ishikawa
et al. (22)

n = 30
CNP = 18
C = 12

CNP = 25.7 ± 2.9
C = 24.5 ± 3.9

P = 9/9
C = l 8/4

Neck and shoulder complaints for
>3 months in the past year, at least
once in the past week and on the
day of the measurement procedures.

Strain ratio U. trapezius (SIT), levator scapulae (SIT),
rhomboid major (SIT)

Taş et al. (21) n = 70
CNP = 35
C = 35

CNP = 35.6 ± 8.3
C = 35.2 ± 9.2

P = 8/27
C = 11/24

>3 months Shear-wave
velocity (m/s)

U. trapezius (P), levator scapulae (P), SCM
(S), splenius capitis (P)

Wolff et al.
(40)

n = 36
CNP = 18
C = 18

CNP = 34.4 ± 2.5
C = 32.3 ± 3.0

P = 7/11
C = 7/11

>3 months Shear-wave
velocity (m/s)

U. trapezius (P), SCM (S)

Xie et al. (42) n = 49
CNP = 18
C = 31

CNP = 39.3 ± 11.5
C = 38.8 ± 10.8

P = 3/15
C = 5/26

Patients with mild, moderate and
severe neck disability

Shear modulus
(kPa)

Upper/middle/lower/posterior/anterior
trapezius, spinalis capitis, semispinalis
capitis/cervicis, multifidus, levator scapulae,
serratus anterior (all SIT)

CNP, chornic neck pain group; C, control group; S, supine; P, prone; SIT, seated.

TABLE 2 Summary of study quality assessment.

Study Representativeness
of the sample

Sample-size Patient criteria
defined

Comparability
of groups

Assessment of
the outcome

Statistical
testing

Total

Dieterich et al. (36) 1 0 1 1 1 1 5

Heredia-Rizo et al. (41) 1 1 1 1 1 1 6

Ishikawa et al. (22) 1 0 1 1 1 1 5

Taş et al. (21) 1 1 1 1 1 1 6

Xie et al. (42) 1 0 0 1 1 1 4

Wolff et al. (40) 1 1 1 1 1 1 6

Opara and Kozinc 10.3389/fspor.2023.1172514
two groups (SMD =−0.22; 95% CI =−0.65–0.21; p = 0.310) and

the two studies were very homogenous (I2 = 0%).
4. Discussion

The meta-analysis revealed a slight elevation in trapezius

muscle stiffness among CNP patients in comparison to those

without symptoms. Stiffness levels of the levator scapulae,

splenius capitis, SCM, and multifidus appeared comparable

between CNP patients and controls. It it crucial to emphasize

that this systematic review, based on case-control studies, does

not clarify whether the enhanced trapezius stiffness is a result of,

or a reason for, CNP. However, further research is encouraged to

elucidate if addressing trapezius stiffness might be an integral

objective in CNP rehabilitation strategies.

Several studies, though they didn’t meet the criteria for

inclusion in our meta-analysis, are worth mentioning for context.

One study (43) analyzed the stiffness of upper trapezius and

pectoralis minor by shear wave elastography in 39 female

patients with rounded shoulder posture and neck pain. This
Frontiers in Sports and Active Living 05
study identified a significant positive correlation between the

stiffness of the left upper trapezius and the shoulder angle in the

rounded shoulder position (r = 0.44; p = 0.003). However, there

was no observed relationship between the stiffness of the right

upper trapezius, bilateral pectoralis minor muscles, and the

angles of the shoulder and neck. A limitation of this study was

the undefined duration of symptoms. The second study (44)

assessed neck muscle stiffness in 20 participants, 3 of which had

chronic neck pain and other 17 were healthy. Findings indicated

a markedly higher stiffness in the trapezius muscle for those with

chronic neck pain (p = 0.008) and a modest correlation between

trapezius stiffness and body mass index (r = 0.34; p = 0.034). Yet,

this study lacked clarity on the symptom duration for the CNP

group. Kocur et al. (35) found increased stiffness in both upper

trapezius and SCM, but failed to report the duration of the

symptoms in their patients. Likewise, Onda et al. (34) reported

increased stiffness in upper trapezius, but did not report the

duration of the symptoms. Moreover, the meta-analysis could

not be conducted for two muscles that were the focus of just a

single study. Specifically, no significant difference was found

between groups in the study of semispinalis cervicis and
frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 2

Meta-analyses for upper trapezius, levator scapulae and sternocleidomastoid.
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semispinalis capitis (36), with no difference between the groups.

One study (22) also assessed rhomboid major, and also reported

no differences between the groups.

The underlying mechanisms of increased trapezius stiffness in

CNP patients are difficult to determine. It is plausible that pain

and inflammation activate type III and IV sensory endings. This

could stimulate gamma-motoneurons, potentially altering muscle

spindle excitability, leading to increased muscle tone (45). Notably,

most included studies [with one exception (40)] assessed passive

muscle stiffness at rest (without voluntary contraction), examined

passive muscle stiffness during rest, without any voluntary

contraction. This raises questions about whether the observed

stiffness in CNP patients indicates enhanced muscle activity at rest
Frontiers in Sports and Active Living 06
(26). There is prior evidence pointing to low-amplitude activity in

the trapezius as a risk factor for neck and shoulder pain onset (46,

47). Alternatively, this augmented resting activation might act as a

protective strategy to limit painful neck movements. This line of

thought mirrors the hypotheses proposed for the observed

increased stiffness in trunk extensors amongst low back pain

patients (48). However, this does not fully account for why only

the trapezius (and possibly SCM) displays increased stiffness.

Additionally, stiffness measurements can vary based on muscle

length (49), and thus on joint position. Poor neck posture may

increase tension in the SCM muscle (50), which could be one of

the risk factors for CNP, but also a confounding methodological

factor when neck posture is not standardized in the assessment of
frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 3

Meta-analyses for splenius capitis and multifidus.
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stiffness. It would be beneficial for upcoming research on CNP

patients to integrate EMG with shear-wave elastography. This

approach could discern whether the increased stiffness is attributed

to passive mechanical characteristics or elevated muscle activity.

Such a distinction could profoundly impact treatment decisions.

For instance, if addressing muscle mechanical properties is the

goal, specific interventions like prolonged static stretching might

be required (51).

While the exact role of stiffness in the trapezius in the onset of

CNP remains uncertain, prioritizing the reduction of this stiffness

could be a central objective of rehabilitation programs. In line

with this, neck muscle stretching, especially of the trapezius, has

been associated with immediate relief from neck pain (52). This

is corroborated by a study which noted a simultaneous decrease

in pain scores and upper trapezius muscle stiffness, as measured

by elastography, in patients afflicted with myofascial pain

syndrome. Contrary to our initial assumptions, we observed no

heightened stiffness in the levator scapulae among CNP

patients. Only one research (21) indicated a significant

difference between CNP patients and control subjects, though

the effect size was relatively small (specific study SMD = 0.42).

This is particularly intriguing since the levator scapulae is

frequently reported as tender among adults suffering from

nonspecific neck pain (53). A potential limitation of the

included studies is the lack of control for myofascial trigger

points, which are also associated with increased elastography-

based stiffness scores (54). Such active trigger points appear

more frequently in the upper trapezius (40%) compared to the

levator scapulae (15%) in those with mechanical neck pain (55).
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It is plausible that the observed trapezius stiffness in CNP could

be attributed to the presence of myofascial trigger points.

Consequently, stretching might alleviate pain by targeting these

trigger points rather than purely addressing stiffness. This

theory gains traction when considering research that has

observed pain mitigation following stretching or other “release”

techniques aimed at neck trigger points (56, 57). Irrespective of

the exact mechanism at play, trapezius stretching may be a

pivotal component in CNP treatment.

As we expected, no difference in the stiffness of other muscles

(splenius capitis and multifidus) was found between the CNP and

control groups. However, these results are based on a very limited

number of studies (2 studies for each muscle); therefore, further

studies are needed to reach a more solid conclusion. Multifidus

stiffness tended to be even lower in CNP patients, suggesting that

this muscle may benefit from strengthening in this group. Along

with the transversus abdominis, the multifidus is often

considered critical for healthy spinal function (58), and structural

changes (e.g., atrophy and fat infiltration) in the multifidus

muscle at the lumbar level have already been demonstrated in

patients with low back pain (59). However, multifidus stiffness is

increased in low back pain (60), which is contrary to the trends

we have observed for the multifidus in CNP. This discrepancy is

difficult to explain because different factors such as the decrease

in muscle function and protective co-contraction could have

opposite effects on the stiffness results. Nevertheless, in CNP, it

might be justified to perform strengthening or stabilization

exercises in addition to stretching exercises. Indeed, it has been

shown that neck strengthening (61) and stabilization (62) may be
frontiersin.org
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beneficial in CNP patients, which could be related to improved

multifidus function.

This systematic review does come with certain limitations that

merit attention. Firstly, our conclusions are drawn strictly from

case-control studies, meaning we cannot infer direct cause-and-

effect relationships. For clarity on whether muscle stiffness is a

precursor or an outcome of CNP, future research should adopt a

prospective approach. Even though the case-control studies we

included were generally of commendable quality, they employed

varied assessment techniques (spanning elastography to

myotonometry) and had participants with differing durations of

symptoms. Notably, three of these studies were solely focused on

women, while others incorporated both genders without

conducting gender-specific analyses. Assessment of muscle

stiffness may be influenced by factors such as adipose tissue

content (63), which could cofound the relationship between

stiffness scores and pain. Such discrepancies are especially

significant for myotonometry, which concentrates on the

muscle’s superficial portions. However, the findings from

myotonometry-centric studies generally mirrored those from

elastography-centric ones, with no notable statistical

discrepancies. Further reasons for heterogeneity include different

elastography methods (strain elastography and shear-wave

elastography) and different stiffness units (strain rate, shear

modulus, shear-wave velocity). Yet, the limited number of studies

at our disposal did not highlight any consistent effect of the

assessment tool or outcome units on the results. Upcoming

research should contemplate incorporating moderator variables,

including age, sex, and body composition. Lastly, our literature

exploration was constrained to three databases, possibly leading

to the omission of some pertinent studies. Nevertheless,

additional non-systematic searches in Google Scholar and reviews

of reference lists uncovered 53 potential articles in our search’s

preliminary stage. However, none of these additional articles

were integrated into the final review. This suggests that the

search strategy was sufficient to include all relevant studies.
5. Conclusion

This article aimed to investigate which muscles exhibit

increased stiffness in patients with CNP. Only a small increase in

stiffness for the trapezius muscle was confirmed, whereas

stiffness of the other muscles was similar in CNP patients and

asymptomatic individuals. Nonetheless, a definitive link between
Frontiers in Sports and Active Living 08
muscle stiffness and CNP remains unestablished. As such,

recommending a reduction in trapezius muscle stiffness as a

primary rehabilitation strategy is still inconclusive and further

research is needed.
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